Four key climate opportunities in the spotlight in 2022

- **Emissions reductions for 1.5C**
  - Countries align their climate pledges & implementation policies with a 1.5C pathway

- **Financing for climate AND development**
  - New partnerships of technical/policy support & investment for climate transitions aligned to development goals

- **Solidarity in addressing climate impacts**
  - New finance and cooperation for tackling climate impacts through adaptation and responding to losses & damages

- **Integrity in the climate regime**
  - Hardwiring the accountability measures and technical partnership into the global climate governance system

A packed roadmap of multilateral milestones

Three climate diplomacy tasks

- Drive political attention on climate pledges & adaptation / loss & damage solutions
- Coordinate partnerships & initiatives to support faster climate action
- Design & agree accountability architecture

**Emissions reductions for 1.5C**
- Countries align their climate pledges & implementation policies with a 1.5C pathway

**Financing for climate AND development**
- New partnerships of technical/policy support & investment for climate transitions aligned to development goals

**Solidarity in addressing climate impacts**
- New finance and cooperation for tackling climate impacts through adaptation and responding to losses & damages

**Integrity in the climate regime**
- Hardwiring the accountability measures and technical partnership into the global climate governance system

**A packed roadmap of multilateral milestones**

- **Champions build expectations on how countries deliver on their Glasgow Climate Pact promises**
- **G7 & G20 coordinate on financing partnerships agenda e.g. via a Global Green Investment Summit**
- **Champions highlight actions needed on adaptation finance & loss & damage**
- **MDB reforms and addressing countries’ debt burdens & economic recoveries to unlock financing that can underpin country partnerships**
- **G7 delivery on climate pledges + adaptation finance; Spotlight needed on loss & damage solidarity solutions**
- **Key emitters deliver new climate pledges & discuss progress on sector targets; spotlight needed on adaptation**
- **Build consensus on loss & damage & adaptation finance outcomes for COP27; Spotlight delivery on climate pledges**

**Platform to address climate-development issues: fiscal space, MDB reforms for Paris-alignment and integrating vulnerability & country-partnerships for financing & resilience**

- **Build accountability via loss and damage dialogue, first technical dialogues of the Global Stocktake, development of ambition/implementation work programme and post-2025 finance goal negotiations**
- **Integrate nature and climate action to capture synergies**
- **Coordinate sectoral & industrial de-carbonisation initiatives**
- **Landing point for Glasgow Climate Pact commitments – and solutions for losses & damage**
- **Spotlight on accountability via technical dialogues under the Global Stocktake, finance & ambition ministerials & progress on 2030 ambition work programme and finance goal**

**UNSG’s Taskforce hardwires accountability into private sector climate pledges**